
 

To see this sawmill in operation on YouTube, paste the link below: 
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bDh1WeCFm-s 

The  PANTHER 
 

Our upright band proto-
type, shown here sitting 

against an old Farquire hand 
carriage.  This picture shows 
a gas engine mounted, but 
we have since switched to 
25 hp. Electric 3-phase 

 
This machine will make the 
lumber fly.  Minimum 2 man 
operation, large logs will 

require 3 men. 

LLLLooking for a safer way to saw?  More production?  Safer operating environment?ooking for a safer way to saw?  More production?  Safer operating environment?ooking for a safer way to saw?  More production?  Safer operating environment?ooking for a safer way to saw?  More production?  Safer operating environment?    
The PANTHER gives customers a number of possible setups because it is a coThe PANTHER gives customers a number of possible setups because it is a coThe PANTHER gives customers a number of possible setups because it is a coThe PANTHER gives customers a number of possible setups because it is a com-m-m-m-
ppppoooonent.  Replace your old husk and circle saw, but use the same carriage; start nent.  Replace your old husk and circle saw, but use the same carriage; start nent.  Replace your old husk and circle saw, but use the same carriage; start nent.  Replace your old husk and circle saw, but use the same carriage; start 
from scratch with a new, affordable setup.  We offer a power table to move lufrom scratch with a new, affordable setup.  We offer a power table to move lufrom scratch with a new, affordable setup.  We offer a power table to move lufrom scratch with a new, affordable setup.  We offer a power table to move lum-m-m-m-
ber away from the blade.  Can be constructed with a jackber away from the blade.  Can be constructed with a jackber away from the blade.  Can be constructed with a jackber away from the blade.  Can be constructed with a jack----shaft that allows other shaft that allows other shaft that allows other shaft that allows other 
items to be powered, such as an air compressor items to be powered, such as an air compressor items to be powered, such as an air compressor items to be powered, such as an air compressor or generator.or generator.or generator.or generator.    

We know that situations will 
vary, so call today and discuss 
your operation with Ken at 814-
571-1025and determine if the 
PANTHER is right for you. 

Hydraulic levers are mounted 
on a stand that is positioned 
on the deck with the sawyer 
(not shown here). 
 
We use a sawdust blower to 
remove sawdust, but an auger 
is also an option for removing 
sawdust, under your carriage 
track and out that side.  It 
won’t plug with bark and wood 
slivers like the suction pipe 
does on occasion. 
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turn without touching the blade.  Get sawing right away, add turn without touching the blade.  Get sawing right away, add turn without touching the blade.  Get sawing right away, add turn without touching the blade.  Get sawing right away, add 

log turner and power carriage later.  It is all up to you.log turner and power carriage later.  It is all up to you.log turner and power carriage later.  It is all up to you.log turner and power carriage later.  It is all up to you.    


